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MEET, GREET AND TWEET

CHECKLIST:
Creating Your Own Summer 
Connected Learning Experience
Tips for making (and sharing) more of your time at LSL learning events.

TAKE A NEW LOOK AT LEARNING

Before attending an event, make a list of questions and challenges you’ve experienced in 
your LSL journey that you’d like to find solutions and new strategies for at the event.

Think about your LSL journey and challenge yourself to attend some sessions that are 
definitely outside your expertise comfort zone. 

If attending a conference or symposium, download the official event app (if available) 
to stay on track. Event apps contain tons of info, including learning materials, agendas, 
functionality to take notes and more. 

Before you leave, don’t forget to order (and pack) extra business or calling cards to 
exchange during sessions, happy hours and breaks. And don’t forget to include links to 
your social media accounts. 

Create a list of people (specific individuals or related-field professionals) you’d like to 
connect with. This is a perfect opportunity to meet, interact and collaborate with like-
minded LSL parents and professionals.

During and between sessions, make an effort to meet and exchange business cards or 
calling cards with fellow conventioneers - especially people that aren’t in your specific 
areas of practice. 

Follow up with everyone you meet during a learning event. A quick, personalized 
“great to meet you” email is fine. If they are on Twitter, following up with a tweet is also 
appropriate - plus, it promotes your name and LSL to a wider audience!

SPREAD THE GOOD WORD ABOUT LSL

Help spread the word about LSL through social media! If you are attending the AG Bell 
Convention, consider following the AG Bell Twitter feed (#AGBell2016). Even if you cannot 
attend, follow along anyway to view and interact with attendees’ posts during the 
sessions.

All those notes you’ll take during an event? Save them as a shareable Google doc so 
you can spread your newfound knowledge with parents, colleagues and others not in 
attendance.

Did you hear an amazing takeaway during a learning experience that will help your LSL 
journey? Tweet it and share with the world.


